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1, INTRODUCTION 
In [l] we suggested a continuation process to be used in conjuction with 
shooting methods (in particular the method of adjoints of Goodman and 
Lance [2]) for the numerical solution of the two-point boundary value 
problem 
ji =gi(yI )...) yn; t) i = 1,2 ,..., 12, (1) 
where Y initial conditions are specified at t = to and n - T final conditions at 
t = t, . The continuation process is intended to be used when numerical 
sensitivity to initial values does not allow the equations to be integrated over 
the entire interval [to , tf] with the n - r guessed initial values. The process 
consists in solving the given boundary value problem, but for the interval 
[to, tJ over which the integration can be accomplished, then using the con- 
verged initial values as the first guess of the missing initial values for the 
same boundary value problem over the interval [to, tz] t, > t, , etc. The 
process continues until tr is reached. 
It was noted in [l] that, in view of our identification of the Goodman-Lance 
method of adjoints with the abstract Newton-Raphson-Kantorovich method 
[3], the continuation method could be justified by appealing to theorems on 
the solution by the Newton-Raphson-Kantorovich method of operator 
equations depending on a parameter as discussed, for example, by Moore [4]. 
In this paper we give an explicit justification of our continuation method. 
2. JUSTIFICATION FOR CONTINUATION 
Recall the sufficient conditions for the convergence of the Goodman-Lance 
method of adjoints to the solution of the two-point boundary value problem 
(1): Define the “miss distances” 
dmWo); t) = Y, -ym(y(to); t), m = 1, Z..., n - r, (2) 
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where Y, are the n - Y given final values and y,(y(t,), t) values of the 
solutions ym(t) of (1) at t with initial values 
Y(to) = {Y&o>,-v Y&o>, Y~+l(to>~~~.,Y~(to>>~ 
and let A(y(t,,)) be the n - Y x n - Y matrix (+,/ayr+i(to)). If a first guess 
of the missing initial conditions y$(tJ = $“,j = 1, 2,..., n - Y, is 
known such that 
(a) I’,, = A-l(~(o’) exists and 11 r,, /I < B’, where the norm is the maximum 
row sum norm; 
(b) II W”‘) II < rl’> where the norm is the maximum component norm; 
(4 (,;f; I w,/w%) I d K ’ f or each i in the region defined by inequality 
e ow; 
(d) h, = K’B’“rl’ < $ 
then (by the Kantorovich sufficiency theorem for Newton’s method) the 
Goodman-Lance method of adjoints will converge to a solution of the 
two-point value problem. The missing initial values z for this solution will 
lie in the region 
II 2 _ z(O)ll < ’ - -B’ ’ 
ho 
7, (3) 
and the rate of convergence can be estimated by the inequalities 
I/ P - z [I < & (2h,J2$. 
0 
It can be seen that in order to guarantee convergence of the Goodman- 
Lance method of adjoints, which may also be considered a type of an existence 
theorem for solutions of the two-point boundary value problem, two kinds of 
conditions must be met. First, the solution to the initial value problem (1) 
along with its first and second partial derivatives with respect to the initial 
values must exist and be bounded; second, an approximation of the missing 
initial values must be known, good enough to ensure that ho < l/2. 
For a wide class of two-point boundary value problems met in practice it 
is reasonable to assume that a solution to the two-point boundary value 
problem is being sought in a subregion of the closed and bounded region 0,. 
The classical existence theorem guarantees that a unique solution to the 
initial value problem exists for each initial point in D,, . More precisely if I is a 
closed and bounded interval of the real line --CO < t < co and R” is a 
closed and bounded subset of the n-dimensional space of the reals such that 
the g,(yi ,..., yn; t), i = 1, 2 ,..., 71, have continuous partial derivatives up 
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through third order in Rn x I, then there is a closed subregion D, C Rn x I 
such that for any point (~$‘),y!j~),...,y$, to) ED, , Eq. (1) has a unique 
solution, which (I) passes through (y:“‘, yp),..., y:“; t,), (2) has continuous 
first and second partial derivatives with respect to the yi”, and (3) remains 
in D,. 
We assume that the projection of D, on the real line includes the closed and 
bounded interval [to , tf] and that R”-‘, the projection of D, on the (n - Y)- 
dimensional space containing the missing initial conditions, is a closed and 
bounded set. 
Since for the reals, a closed and bounded set is compact, by the Tychonoff 
theorem the Cartesian product spaces D, and D,-, , where 
D,+ = R”-T x [to , tf] C D,, C R” x I, 
are compact. Since a continuous function defined on a compact set is uniformly 
continuous and uniformly bounded, the functions @(z(O)), the matrix 
A- g (i,j=l,2 . ..) n-Y), ( ) 
3294 - , (i, .j, k = 1, 2 ,...) n - r), A-i 
3 azj a%, 
are uniformIy continuous and uniformly bounded. Consequently the bounds 
in (a), (b), (c) can be replaced by uniform bounds over Dn+.: B, ii, I?. It 
should be mentioned that the continuity of t+@(O)), (&$J@), (a2&/azjaz,), 
and the existence and continuity of A-l follow from the unique existence and 
continuity of the solution to (1). 
Now suppose initial values zr are known such that the boundary value 
problem has been solved over the interval [to , tr]. Then there is a t, > t, such 
that the Goodman-Lance method will converge with initial approximation 
z(O) = 21 . For by the mean-value theorem the miss-distance at t, can be 
evaluated in terms of the miss-distance at tl 
4.42 (0); t2) = Yj - yj@P, t2) 
= l'i - Yj(Zl P h> - Ct2 - tl)9i(Z1 , tl + e(t2 - tl)), 0 < e < 1, 
= --(t2 - 4)Bj(Y(zl; t1 + qt, - Q); 4 + qt2 - ~I)), 
j = 1, 2 )...) n - Y, 
where zi solves the two-point boundary value problem over [t, , ti]. Thus 
I/ +(z(O)) (/ = (t2 - ti) /I g 11 < (t2 - ti) a; where J?? may taken as the uni- 
form bound of /I g(y, ,..., yn; t)ll over D,,+ . Since // I’// = jl A-l(~(o))lI < B and 
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where B and I? are uniform bounds over D,,-, , 
h = K&f < Iayt, - tl) xl 
and h will be less than l/2 provided 
Hence the Goodman-Lance method of adjoints will converge to a solution to 
the boundary value problem over the interval [t,, , t,] with initial values z2. 
The argument may be repeated for ts > t2 , etc. But since the increment 
tn -- tn.-r is independent of tn-r , the solution of the boundary value problem 
over the interval [t, , tf] will be reached in a finite number of steps of the 
continuation process. 
Our discussion may be summarized in the following theorem: 
(1) af for the set of n nonlinear diffkrential equations the g<‘s have continuous 
partial derivatives with respect to the yj up through third order over the region 
Rn x I, where Rn is a closed and bounded subset of the n-dimensional space of 
the reals and I is a closed and bounded interval of the real line --co < t < CO; 
(2) if there is a region D,, C R, x I containing the r given initial values and 
the interval [to , tt] such that the solutions of (1) passing through these initial 
values remains in 0,; 
(3) if the conditions of the Kantorovich theorem for the two-point boundary 
value problem are satisJed in a region containing R”+ (the projection of D,, onto 
the (n - r) dimensional space of the missing initial conditions) times the interval 
rto Y 61; 
then the two-point boundary value problem can be solved by the continuation 
method in aJinite number of extensions At, from t, to tf. The At, are bounded by 
where 
A?l = unifmm bound on I] g I] over D,,-,. 
I? = uniform bound on c ~ s-T a2#i oerer D _ 
,,wl ah ah n ’ 
R = uniform bound in ]I ~P-~(z)]l over D,-, 
z = set of n - r missing initial conditions 
A(z) = (a&/&z,) evaluated at (z, t) in D,+,. , 
Dn-r = R”-’ x [to , t,]. 
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3. CONTINUATION METHOD OF FICKEN 
In [5] Ficken developed a continuation method for functional equations. 
He considered solving the nonlinear operator equation T(x) = 0 by imbed- 
ding T(x) in a family of nonlinear operators T(s, x) such that a solution x* of 
the equation T(0, x) = 0 is known and such that T(1, X) = T(x). Using the 
pair 0, x* to initiate the process, a sequence of equations, 
T(Si ) x) = 0 0 = sg < s1 < -*- -=c s, = 1 (6) 
is solved until the solution to T( 1, x) = T(x) = 0 is obtained. Ficken’s 
assumptions and proofs that the solution of T(x) = 0 will be reached after 
solving a finite number of equations (6) are quite involved, since he deals 
with the general case of an infinite dimensional Banach space S. In this 
section we show that our continuation method satisfies Ficken’s assumptions, 
and therefore that his conclusions furnish an alternate convergence proof for 
our continuation method. The principal reasons we were able to give the 
simple convergence proof of the preceding section are that we employ a 
finite dimensional Banach space, and that we use the Kantorovich theorem. 
We briefly review the assumptions under which Ficken is able to guarantee 
the existence, continuity, and uniqueness in SN = {x E S /II x 1) < N} of 
the solution x(s) of T(s, X) = 0, 0 < s < 1, and that the solution of 
T(l, x) = T(x) = 0 can be obtained in a finite number of extensions from 
the solution x* of T(0, x) = 0; N > 0 is a suitably chosen constant, and 
T(s, .) is a family of operators mapping S into S. First it is assumed that for 
each s E J where J: {s 0 < s < l}, and x E SN 
where 
qs, x + 4 - T(s, x) = qs, x, u) + II u II R(s, x, 4, (7) 
L(s, X, u) = the differential, linear in u. L(s, x, u) has domain S and 
range v C S 
R(s, x, u) = the remainder, with the property that 
R(s, x, u) + 0 as 24 --f 0. 
The remaining assumptions are (using his nomenclature) 
LBCUl: 3 a constant p > 0, s E J and x E SN, 3 Vu, I/ L(s, x, u)j\ >, I/ u // /p. 
LBCU2: VQ > 0 3 scalars &(~a) > 0 and 
a2(c2) > 0 3 Vs, s’ E J, Vx, x’ E SN, I s’ - s 1 < 6, 
and II x’ - x II < % , => Vu, II W’, x’, u> --W, x, 4ll < c2 II u II . 
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KU: As u --+ 0, R(s, X, u) -+ 0, uniformly for s E J, x E SN. 
TV: Vs E j, Vx E SN, T(s, X) E V. 
TCU: T(s, x) is continuous in s uniformly for s E J and x E SN. 
O*G: For j/ x /I < N (that is x E SN), the equation T(0, X) = T*x = 0 
has a unique solution x*, and I/ x* 11 < N. 
BS: 3 scalar p > 0 3 if x E & (where CN is the set of those x in SN such 
that T(s, x) = 0 for some s in J), then 11 x 11 < N - p 
The relationship between Ficken’s and our nomenclature may be found 
in the table of correspondence, Table 1. With this identification it can be 
verified that the assumptions of Ficken’s main theorem, 4.1, are also satisfied 
in our case, either explicitly or as conclusions from other assumptions. 
To begin with Ficken deals with an infinite dimensional Banach space S 
with the closed and bounded domain SN C S, where SN = {x 1 /I x jl < N} 
and the closed and bounded interval for s, J = [0, 11. Since SN is assumed 
closed and bounded, but not totally bounded, SN is not necessarily compact 
and therefore Ficken could not use the Tychonoff theorem for S x J and take 
advantage of compactness. In contrast we consider the closed and bounded 
space Ii"-" of the n - Y missing initial conditions and the closed and bounded 
interval [t, , tr]. Since each of these spaces is compact, the Cartesian product 
space Rn-r x [to, tf] is compact by the Tychonoff theorem. In view of our 
assumptions (see p. 26) concerning the initial value problem, the continuity 
of Y, !dYh 4(Y)> P?w%) and (P~~/&@a,), i, j, K = I,2 ,..., n - r, is 
established on the domain Rn-r x [t, , f t 1. Since a function continuous in a 
compact space is uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded, these 
functions are uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded. In addition the 
I/ A 11 and 11 A-l j/ (occurring in the Kantorovich theorem) are uniformly 
continuous and uniformly bounded. This replaces Ficken’s assumption 
LBCUl. In place of the Lipschitz-type condition LBCU2, we assume 
uniformlyboundedsecondderivativesa2~i/ax,:az,asrequiredbytheKantorovich 
theorem, Superficially, our assumptions are stronger than Ficken’s, but the 
loss of generality does not seem to be significant. RU holds by virtue of the 
compactness of the region Da-,. Assumption TV is made in our case too, 
while as we have seen above assumption TCU also holds by virtue of com- 
pactness. 
The assumption O*G requires that a unique solution to T(0, x) = 0. 
namely x*, exists and that 11 x* 1) < N. Our assumption that the two point 
boundary value problem has been solved over the interval (t, , tr) corresponds 
to solving T(0, x) = 0. The uniqueness of our assumed solution of the two 
point boundary value problem and the fact that the solution lies in the specified 
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domain can be deduced from the theorem of Kantorovich on the abstract 
Newton’s method. 
The assumption BS is designed to prevent penetration of the boundary of 
SN. As mentioned above under O*G, Kantorovich showed for our case that 
the solution to the abstract Newton’s problem always lies within the specified 
domain. 
We may therefore conclude that Ficken’s Theorem 4.1 applies to our 
continuation method for solving two-point boundary value problems; that is, 
under the assumptions made in Section 2 it is possible to solve the sequence 
of problems over the intervals [t, , ti], t, < t, < ... < t, = t, and thus to 
obtain a solution of the original problem over [t, , tr] in a finite number of 
steps. 
TABLE I 
CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN FICKEN, AND ROBERTS AND SHIPMAN 
1. s, scalar, 0 < s < 1 
2. S infinite dimensional Banach 
space 
3. x, 11 E s 
U is increment to x 
4. T: nonlinear operator S 3 S 
5. Operator equations 
(a) T(x) = 0 
6) W, , xl = 0 
Cc) T(s, x + u) - T(s, x) 
= a, -5 u) + II u II R(s, x, 4 
6. (a) L(s, X, .) derivative 
(b) L(s, X, u) = differential, 
linear in u 
(c) L(s, Lx, u)-’ = M(s, x, u) 
7. SN domain of T(s, x), 
:x E s 1 II x I/ < N} 
8. V C S, range of t(s, x, 24) 
t - tl 
b - t1 
where (to , tr) is first interval over which two 
point boundary value problem is solved. 
R”, n-dimensional Cartesian product space 
of the reals, a Banach space. 
y(tJ f R”, z E R”-’ 
z = (y,+l(to),..., Y&d) = set 
of missing initial conditions. 
fj = nonlinear operator, 
4: R”-’ ---f Rner, for Qi(z) = 0, or 
q5: R”m’ ?. [to, t] R”-‘, for +(t, z) = 0 
(a) 4(z) = 0, d(z) = miss distance 
(b) 4(t, zl = P - y(y(tJ, t) where 
Y = specified terminal conditions 
(c) $J(t, Z(Kfl’) - q(t, Z(K)) 
= A(& Z’K’) Az’K’ 
(a) A(t, z) Jacobian matrix with elements 
+i/az5 
(b) 4t, z) AZ 
(c) A-‘@, z) 
R”-’ x [t, , t,] domain of $(t, z) and A(t, z) 
Range of A(t, z) AZ C Per x [to , t,] 
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